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Unrestricted

Work Plan
Internal Audit’s response to the
pandemic has been to support
Management in the delivery of
critical services. This has required
deviation from established plans
and traditional audit delivery.

Role of Internal Audit
The Internal Audit Service for Powys County Council is provided by the South West Audit Partnership (SWAP). SWAP
has adopted and works to the Standards of the Institute of Internal Auditors and is also guided by interpretation
provided by the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS). The work of the Partnership is also guided by the
‘Internal Audit Charter’ that was approved in May 2019.
Internal Audit provides an independent and objective opinion on the Authority’s control environment by evaluating
its effectiveness. Primarily the work is driven by the risks the Council faces of not delivering front line and Support
services to achieve the objectives outlined in “Vision 2025”.
The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has inevitably impacted the Internal Audit Service and its operations in
Quarter 1 & 2 2020-21. The pandemic has resulted in changes to working practices for officers and staff across the
Council. Internal Audit resources have been redirected to support the Council through those changes. The impact
on the delivery of the audit plan in Quarter 1 & Quarter 2 has therefore been significant.

Revised Planning Arrangements
The risk-based coverage in the
original audit plan allowed the
Head of Internal Audit to form an
opinion on the overall control
environment. The inability of the
Council to engage with Internal
Audit in Quarters 1 & 2 has
significantly reduced the work
programme. Therefore, the level of
assurance that can be provided
decreases as the work programme
reduces. SWAP are in discussion
with appropriate Professional

Quarter 1 – 2020/21
On the instruction of management, we effectively ‘paused’ our programme of internal audit work in March (through
to the end of June) to allow the Authority to fully focus on the response effort to COVID-19. Internal Audit staff were
placed on the redeployment register and project work was undertaken in areas of high need e.g. Business Grant
Payments & advice to support post and prepayment checks. However, we did maintain a level of internal audit work
on some requested projects and grant certifications.
Quarter 2 – 2020/21
The Council is in the recovery phase from COVID-19. Audit work has recommenced in several areas where the Council
had the capacity to engage and specific pieces of assurance work are being undertaken in high risk areas e.g. Award
of Business Grants and Supplier Relief.
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Bodies for clarity around giving an
Annual Audit Opinion in the
current set of circumstances.

As the Council moved into a
recovery phase from COVID-19, we
have re-commence audit work in
some areas and helped to assist
with recovery efforts. However, a
resurgence of corona virus cases
across Wales has resulted in a
National “firebreak” Lockdown. It
is too early to understand the
impact on the Council’s
engagement with Internal Audit
going forward.

To assist with recovery efforts, SWAP is also delivering direct support to the Council’s Finance functions to aid budget
setting, grant claims and financial recharges. However, we recognise there has been priority & capacity challenges in
certain service areas, and as such Quarter 2 involved a hybrid approach in terms of supporting the Authority with
recovery efforts, as well as re-commencing internal audit assurance work.
Quarter 3 onwards – 2020/21
Dependent on any future re-emergence or residual COVID-19 challenges faced by the Authority, from Quarter 3
onwards we will look to fully re-align our audit plan & work with the key corporate risks. As such, a further programme
of work is continually under review
When reviewing the revised internal audit planning approach, key questions for EMT and the Audit Committee to
consider include:


Does the revised planning approach achieve a proportionate balance between assisting the Authority with
the unprecedented challenges it faces, whilst maintaining our statutory internal audit role and
independence?



Will the revised planning approach provide sufficient, independent assurance to monitor the organisation’s
risk profile effectively?

To help Management and the Audit Committee have assurance that the above criteria are met, SWAP have produced
the following:



Appendix A contains and assessment of emerging risk both from with Powys and across the partnership.
Appendix B contains the workplan agreed in March 2020 with status updates.
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We keep our audit plans under
regular review to ensure that we
audit the right things at the right
time.

A list of audit projects planned for Q3 and Q4 is based on the Council’s revised priorities suggested by the Senior
Leadership Team. Below is list of those assignments and the status (as at 11/11/20):
Assignment

Status

The Council has reduced the
Internal Audit plan by 100 days for
20/21 as reported to the previous
Audit Committee.

Y Gaer Project

On
going

Discussions with the Senior
Leadership Team has agreed a list
of priority jobs for quarters 3 and 4
where there is the ability to
engage.
Regular meetings with the Council’s
SLT is looking to identify potentially
high-risk risk areas for
inclusion in the forward work
programme.

Planned
Deliver
Quarter 3

Notes

Childrens Services
Financial Management
Ysgol Calon Cymru

Quarter 3

Mental Capacity Act

Quarter 3

Covid Business Grants
(previous)

Quarter 3

Supplier Relief
Covid Business Grants
(Data matching)

Quarter 3
Quarter 3

Transport Grant Review
Recommendation
Tracking
Welsh Government
Grants
Creditors system

Quarter 3
Quarter 3
Quarter 3

Analytical review undertaken, Planned interaction with
Budget Holders in November
Multiple requests to undertake the audit.
So far, the School has been unable to agree dates for the
review to begin.
Terms of Reference in development. Auditors to attend
Service Management Team to discuss.
Discussion with Principal Officers in Income and awards.
Requirement information has not been provided after
multiple requests. Review delay as Team are now
process latest round of grants. Review on hold until data
provided.
Work in progress
Providing assurance through data matching to prevent
fraudulent claims. Council will need to review the fair
processing notices and Sign up to CifaS
Terms of reference Agreed. Work in progress
SWAP is tracking all priority 1 &2 recommendations
made since April 2019 to ensure implementation.
Work in progress

Quarter 3

Work in progress

Quarter 3

Delayed Due to Covid.
Terms of Reference Agreed, Analytical data provided and
reviewed, Interview ongoing with Officers, Members and
other Stakeholders.
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Payroll
Impact Assessment
Council tax
Performance
Management
Digital Transformation
Financial Regulation
Compliance

Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Quarter 4
Quarter 4

Draft Report
Planned
Planned
Planned

Quarter 4
Quarter 4

Planned
Planned
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Internal Audit Risk Profile Appendix A
The risk profile of all Council’s is rapidly changing given the impact of the pandemic in terms of immediate responses and in the longer-term consequences of
those responses. The revised risk profile should be considered when planning preparing the Internal Audit Work Programme.
The Following area areas of risk that have been identified from the Council’s covid-19 risk register presented to Audit Committee in May 2020.

Assessment of Powys Covid-19 Risk register
Area

Ref

Adult

44,64,68

Adults
Children

41
67

Cross Cutting 65
Finance
Childrens

29
68, 69

Cross Cutting
Housing
49

Risk -Summary

Potential Audit Area

Workforce affected by illness, inability to deliver Business Continuity plans – lessons learned
service.
People handling
Risk Assessments/ training
Access to Services and school
New system of delivery
Digital Access
Covid Risk assessments
Return to work, BAU arrangements, Risk assessments
PPE & safety equipment / arrangements
Inability to deliver cost reductions, MTFS
MTFS- Savings plan
Workforce management,
Staff redeployment process
Foster placements
Business as Usual Audit
Homelessness provision
Temporary Accommodation

Finance

18,23,22,21,17, Cost of contract arrangements, continuity of supply Supplier relief, contract management
and third party supplier resilience, end of term risks
Property
73
Statutory Testing in schools, Statutory Compliance
Statutory inspection audits in plans
Finance
28
Insurance Risk
Recently Completed Insurance Audit
Cross Cutting 28
Safeguarding and DBS strain, and effective training of
mobilised workforce
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Area

Ref

Risk -Summary

Potential Audit Area

Fraudulent claims
Finance
Corp

25
06

Housing

52,51, 53

Cross Cutting 45
Corp
79
Leisure
ICT

07

Cross Cutting 57
Finance
ICt
43
Corp
Housing
Corp
59
Adults

ICT
Adults and
children

Supporting Council with pre-claim checking,
Safe approaches and due diligence for new money
Reduced income levels and bad debt
Debt Recovery process
Vision 20-25 delays
Performance Management
Impact assessments
BAU Audit
New Homes and Housing repairs
Loss of income through Voids
Loss of income/ increase in arrears
R& M HOWPS
HOWPS financial resilience
Statutory inspections
Rent arrears
Health and Safety
Working from Home provision- Agile operating
Accurate info for decision making and comms
Impact assessments
Agile decision making
Freedom risks, costs and financial resilience
Supplier relief
Increased risk of Cyber-attack, working from home Cyber security
risks
Homeworking, HSE issues possible corporate litigation
Continuity Arrangement. Lessons learned
Increased risk of payment frauds
Bogus suppliers, purchase card.
Risks from new starters not being properly trained
H&S considerations
Recruitment
Agile recruitment
Domestic Violence
Communications with stakeholders
Coms and engagement
Social care imprest accounts
Continuity and fraud risks.
Part of specific audit to be delivered later in the year
Wccis continuity
Telecare/ careworks
performance

service

continuity

Supporting the Social Care Function
and Contractual and performance review
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The following is an assessment of SWAP Partner risks both before and after the pandemic. Whilst these may not be relevant to Powys, they should be considered
for the internal audit plan in their wider context of the emerging risks facing other public sector bodies.
SWAP Partner Risks @ Jan 2020
Rank Area
Broad Risk
1
Governance
Healthy Organisation

SWAP Partner Risks @ Jun2020
Rank
Area
1
Financial Sustainability

Broad Risk
The organisations becomes financially insolvent

2

Brexit

Effect of Brexit

2

Key ICT systems are accessed by unauthorised parties

3

Finance

Financial Sustainability
(Balanced Budget)

3

4

Health & Safety

Health and Safety

4

ICT Security / Cyber
Security
Contract
Management/Third
Party Resilience
Covid-19
considerations

5

Projects

5

6

Bus. Continuity

Change Programmes
/Transformation
Emergency Planning

6

Recruitment and
Retention
Business Continuity

The organisation is unable to deliver key services, due to
insufficient human resources
The organisation is unable to deliver key services, due to
insufficient human resources

7

Climate Change

Climate Change

7

GDPR

8

IT

ICT security vulnerability

8

Regulatory Burden

9

Governance

Decision Making

9

Emergency Planning

10

Info. Gov.

GDPR

10

Brexit

Sensitive data, over which the organisation has custody, is
access by an unauthorised party
Financial loss and reputational damage through fines and
media coverage
The organisation is unable to deliver key services, due to
insufficient human resources
Actions resulting from Brexit lead to unforeseen incapacity
to deliver key services

A third party fails to deliver the services we require of it

Staff health and safety is compromised
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11

Procurement

Contract Management

11

Planning/Local
Economy

A sustainable community is not delivered for our residents

12

Bus. Continuity

Business Continuity

12

13

Culture

Culture- behaviours

13

Change Programmes /
Transformation
Sustaining Care
Delivery

The required savings of the transformation project are not
delivered
Vulnerable members of our community suffer harm

Rank
14

Area
HR

Broad Risk
Recruitment & Retention

Rank
14

Area
Health & Safety

15

Housing

Homelessness

15

Fraud, Bribery and
Corruption

Broad Risk
The organisations employees and wider community suffer
harm
Financial loss and reputational damage through the event
itself and through subsequent fines and media coverage

16

Adults

DoLS

16

Decision Making

17

Children's

Safeguarding Children

17

Sustaining Education
Delivery

18

Assets

Strategic Asset Management

18

Project Management
Failure

Key services are not delivered

19

Commissioning

Commissioning

19

Managing staff
remotely

The safety/wellbeing, motivation and ability of staff to
deliver their objectives is impeded

20

Finance

Capital Investment

20

Safeguarding

Vulnerable members of our community suffer harm

The organisation's leadership is found not have acted
sufficiently to deliver its objectives
Future generations suffer from lower employment
prospects and the local community's productivity is reduced
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APPENDIX B – Agreed Plan by EMT in March 2020
Rank Assignment

Service Area

1

Impact Assessments

Trans & Comms

Original Notes / Current Status
Indicative
Quarter
Q4
Planned Q3/4

2

Performance Management

Trans & Comms

Q1

Planned Q3/4

3

Schools

Q1

4

School Budget Deficit- Support and
Enforcement
Direct payments

Adult and Children

Q1

5

Creditors

Finance

Q1

Deferred by ClientOn Hold
Deferred by ClientOn hold
Work in progress

6

Payroll

Finance

Q2

Draft

7

Purchase Cards

Finance

Q1

Draft- awaiting Client response

8

Rent

Housing & Community

Q2

On Hold

9

Digital transformation

Digital

Q4

Planned Q4
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10

HOWPS

Partnership

Q2

On Hold

11

Climate Change/ Sustainability

Cross Cutting

Q4

On Hold

12

Cyber security

Digital

Q1

Deferred by Client

13

Y Gaer

Housing & Community

Q1

Work in Progress

14

Effectiveness of Scrutiny Process

Legal & Democratic

Q2

Joint Review- Cancelled

15

Ordering

Finance

Q4

On Hold

16

Fin Reg- Compliance (cipfa assess)

Finance

Q3

Planned Q3/ Q4

17

Schools

Q4

On Hold

23

Schools Governance - Themed
Review
Fraud risk Assessment (TCWG)

Finance

Q2

Complete

24

Council Tax System

Finance

Q3

Planned Q3/Q4

25

School Collaboration - Themed
Review
Risk Assessment

Schools

Q1

On Hold

ITC

Q2

Draft- awaiting Client response

26
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27

Childrens

Q2

On hold- Covid -19

28

Corp Parenting -Missing Children
Process
Continuing Health Care

Adult and Children

Q4

On Hold – Covid -19

29

Payments to Providers- Soc Care

Adult

Q2

On Hold - Covid -19

30

Adult

Q2

On Hold - Covid -19

31

Technology enabled care-cost
avoidance
Statutory Compliance - Housing

Housing & Community

Q4

On Hold - Covid -19

32

Statutory Compliance- Property

Prop, Plan & PP

Q3

On Hold- Covid -19

33

Decision Panel

Adult and Children

Q3

On Hold - Covid -19

34

LATC

Trans & Comms

Q4

On Hold- Covid -19

35

Housing Void rental properties

Housing & Community

Q2

Complete

36

Newtown High School

Schools

Q2

On hold- Covid -19

37

Ysgol Calon Cymru

Schools

Q3

Awaiting School response

38

Gwernyfed High School

Schools

Q4

On Hold- Covid -19
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39

Third party Top Up - Charging and
Financial enforcements
Primary Schools x 10

Adults

Q2

On Hold- Covid -19

Schools

All

On Hold -Covid -19

Childrens

Q3

On Hold- Covid -19

42

Corp parenting- Attendance at
schools for Looked after Children
Grant Certification

Schools

All

Work in Progress

43

Grant Certification

Housing & Community

Q2

Work in Progress

44

Grant Certification

Prop, Plan & PP

Q1

Complete

45

Follow up Audits

Corporate

All

Work in Progress

46

Early Help- Corporate parenting

Children

Q3

On Hold Covid -19

47

GDPR

Digital

Q1

Draft- Awaiting Client Response

48

Workforce Future programme

Workforce & OD

Q3

On Hold Covid -19

49

Agile Decision Making

Cross Cutting

Q2

On Hold Covid -19

50

WCCiS Records and Information

Adults and Children

Q3

On hold Covid -19

40
41
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51

Mental capacity Act or Safeguarding

Children and Adult

Q4

On hold Covid -19

52

Culture and Ethics Audit

Cross cutting

Q3

On Hold Covid -19

53

H&S Management Training

HR

Q4

On Hold Covid -19

54

Finance

All

On Hold- Covid -19

55

No purchase No pay - Continuous
Audits (using data analytics)
Contractor Checks

High, Trans & Waste

Q4

Deleted by Client

56

National Fraud Initiative Co-ordinator Finance

Q2

Work in Progress

57

Virements - Continuous Audits

Finance

All

On Hold- Covid -19

58

WCCIS Contract Management

Adult and Children

Q2

On Hold -Covid -19

59

Changes to winter maintenance

High, Trans & Waste

Q3

Deleted by Client

Add

Children Services

Social Care

Q1

Partially complete – Restart Q3

Add

Business Grant Administration

Finance

Q2

Work in Progress

Add

Supplier Relief

Finance

Q2

Work in progress

Add

LA Covid Support Grant

Finance

Q2

Complete
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Add

Enable Grant

Finance

Q2

Complete

Add

Supporting the Finance Function

Finance

Q2

Complete

Add

Risk Management Appetite Support

Finance

Q2

Complete

Add

Transport Grants

HTR

Q3

WIP

B/F

ICT Strategy

ICT

Q2

Draft- Awaiting Client response

B/F

Conflict of Interest

Legal

Q2

Complete

B/F

Employee Development

HR

Q2

Complete

B/F

Brecon High School

Schools

Q2

Complete

B/F

Software Licenses Follow up

ICT

Q1

Draft- Awaiting Client Response

B/F

School Theme -Procurement

Schools

Q1

Draft- Awaiting Client Response
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Appendix C – Adverse Opinion Reports
Conflicts of Interest

Audit Opinion
I am able to offer partial assurance in relation to the
areas reviewed and the controls found to be in
place. Some key risks are not well managed, and
systems require the introduction or improvement of
internal controls to ensure the achievement of
objectives.

Audit Conclusion
The public is entitled to expect the highest standards of conduct from all Powys County Council employees in performing their duties. They serve the Council in
providing advice, implementing its policies, and delivering services to the local community. In performing duties, Officers must act with integrity, honesty,
impartiality, and objectivity. The Audit found that staff were generally aware of the Council’s standards of behaviour.
Under the Bribery Act 2010, the Council has a responsibility to prevent bribery. It is deemed a reasonable defence if it can show that it has in place adequate
procedures designed to prevent bribery e.g. an “Officer’s Code of Conduct”. A key element of this code is an embedded framework for the declaration of
potential conflicts.
The Council has an employee code of conduct that sets out the Council’s approach to ensure that officers act without undue or perceived influence, but it has not
been reviewed for two years. Powys County Council’s code requires officers to:
 Self-declare any conflicts or potential conflicts in a register
 Discuss and record any conflicts or potential conflicts in an annual appraisal
Adequate anti-bribery procedures (including conflicts of interests) are an essential part of any corporate ethics policy. However, without a strong corporate
culture in which there is widespread awareness and embedded behaviours, no written policy document will ever be sufficient. The audit found that there was a
general lack of staff awareness, both in managerial positions (51% aware) and in operational positions (50% aware), of the requirement under the Officer’s Code
of Conduct to formally declare conflicts. In addition, the review noted that guidance was not sufficiently clear to explain the processes and practical
requirements of the code.
SWAP work is completed to comply with the International Professional Practices Framework of the Institute of Internal Auditors and the CIPFA
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The Authority issues all new employees with a staff handbook during induction which has a small section on the Code of Conduct. It would appear that it is a
line managers responsibility to ensure new staff are sufficiently aware of their responsibilities. A survey of a sample of employees found that 82% had not
received any training about the code of conduct requirements. This factor may be one of the telling factors in the general level of staff awareness.
Whilst the audit found that the Council did have some registers for specific professional functions, it also found that the more general Service registers were not
maintained as per the code of conduct.
Incentivising timely self-reporting is an essential part of the framework that will bring more transparency to the process. However, there was an absence of
reporting of conflicts or potential conflicts either as a new employee when circumstances change or in the annual appraisal with their Manager. It was also
difficult to differentiate between officers that had considered their position and provided a “nil return” and officers that had not considered potential conflicts.
Therefore, the Council do not have effective embedded mechanisms in place to ensure that all officers with influence periodically declare any conflicts or
potential conflicts of interests, especially those with advisory and delegated roles in decision making, recruitment and procurement.
The Council is unaware of the level of compliance with its constitutional code of conduct because it does not have monitoring arrangements in place. However,
it is acknowledged that certain professions have their own code of ethics (e.g. planners, auditors) that require the declaration of such conflicts, although these
may not be corporately transparent to the Council.
Overall, there is concern that there is an increased risk of fraud and that the reputation of the Council could be damaged and / or costs incurred by accusations
that staff failed to declare interests that could impact on the outcome of decisions made. In addition, the failure to comply with the corporate responsibilities of
the Bribery Act 2010 could result in an unlimited fine.
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Welspool High School

Audit Conclusion
The main area for concern at the school is the management of the budget, the main areas of concern are;
• The school are operating under an unlicensed budget
• There is no realistic deficit recovery plan in place
• The annual deficit budget is projected to increase by 160% by the end of 2022/23 financial year to over £500k.
• By the end of 2022/23 there is a projected accumulative deficit of over £2.25 million.

The school have submitted a 4-year plan with 3 options;
• continue to operate as they are with a large deficit
• operate with a balanced budget
• operate with a balanced budget and deficit recovery plan
It was stated by the Headteacher that the last two options are not realistic as they would mean the class sizes would exceed the health and safety rules and be
unmanageable.
Regarding Health and Safety Legislation, the school had failed to ensure all electrical equipment had been PAT tested on an annual basis. In addition, there was no
formal process for providing cover when the Registration Officer was unavailable to perform their duties and monitor the absences from the registrations taken.
Absences from the school may go undetected without effective cover arrangements.
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Internal Audit were unable to provide an opinion on the following areas due to a lack of available documentation - fire alarm testing and the letting process. The
school stated that these were well controlled but could not provide evidence to support this statement. In this position, Internal Audit cannot give assurance that the
controls were operating effective.

Brecon High School

Audit Opinion

Recommendation Summary
Limited - Significant gaps, weaknesses or noncompliance were identified. Improvement is required to
the system of governance, risk management and control
to effectively manage risks to the achievement of
objectives in the area audited.

Priority

Number

Priority 1

3

Priority 2

4

Priority 3

2

Total

9

Audit Conclusion
Brecon High School was last audited in November 2013 with an overall opinion of Low Assurance, with a follow-up visit taking place in January 2014.
The school has an historical debt that has been increasing for several years resulting in the current deficit of £1.25M brought forward from 2018-19.
Following a succession of headteachers a new Headteacher has recently been appointed to the school having been in an interim post for a short while. He is
well versed in the situation at the school and is working with the Governing Body to rectify the budget situation at the school along with the recommended
curriculum improvements required following an Estyn Inspection. This is not easy to achieve as putting in additional subject choices for pupils whilst trying to
reduce the budget expenditure to achieve savings. The Governing Body meet on a regular basis and take an active role in the school.
The school budget is currently unlicensed, a notice of concern was issued to the school in June 2019 and followed by a warning notice on 12th July 2019.
There has been an uplift in the school’s budget for 2020-21 but there is an expectation by Schools Finance that a balanced budget will be set for future years.
A deficit budget of £284k was set for 2019/20, in month 6 this deficit had been increased to £339k. Whilst savings for the year had been identified and
implemented, this increase of £55k in the deficit was not planned, This indicates that the original budget figures will not be achieved and the overall deficit to
SWAP work is completed to comply with the International Professional Practices Framework of the Institute of Internal Auditors and the CIPFA
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be carried forward in to 2020/21 will increase. The process of identifying savings and implementing them should be to reduce the deficit and not allow it to
increase. The large brought forward deficit and subsequent increase has resulted in the overall partial audit opinion. The recovery plan has also failed as the
savings identified will not achieve the planned budget recovery. The current budget management does not give Internal Audit any confidence that the school
will be able to reduce the current expenditure and move towards reducing the overall deficit.
It was noted that there is lack of segregation in the purchasing processes, with the Business Manager carrying out most tasks involved.

Employee Development
Audit Opinion

Recommendation Summary
Limited - Significant gaps, weaknesses or noncompliance were identified. Improvement is required to
the system of governance, risk management and control
to effectively manage risks to the achievement of
objectives in the area audited.

Priority

Number

Priority 1

1

Priority 2

4

Priority 3

2

Total

7

Audit Conclusion
The Auditor’s recognise that the Council is planning to take steps to ensure that training is delivered to those that need it. Therefore, this audit report should
be considered as a driver to help deliver change.
Policy
The Council do not have a Learning & Development Policy in place, though this has been recognised and one is being currently developed. Without a policy in
place, there is no direction to the training provision to ensure the Council’s workforce are properly skilled to deliver services to the public.
Training Programme
Employee Development and Training has functioned effectively within the Council as a training provision service with a course programme organised annually
using the same format each year. However, the training programme was not clearly linked to the needs of the Council. Therefore, it is possible that training is
being focused on those that do not have the most need. The financial position of the Council means training resources are scarce and more effective direction
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of those resources could result in skill gaps in the workforce.
Corporate induction courses are run periodically, and local induction for new employees is carried out by line managers. This induction should include all
mandatory training. There is no formal monitoring of all the mandatory courses to ensure all staff receive or complete the training. As much of the mandatory
training is run via an on-line system, this monitoring could be easily completed using reports from the system. Assurance could then be confirmed that all
mandatory training is completed by all staff.
Training Needs Assessment
Staff could attend almost any course with their manager approval and within the budget constraints. It is beneficial to improve the skills across all levels of the
workforce, but greater benefit will be derived from provided training to those with need rather than those with an opportunity.
Skills audits are not carried out widely across the organisation. The lack of periodic audits prevents the identification of staff skills gaps in the service areas and
the identification of staff across the organisation that could be utilised in other areas from those that they currently work. This information could then feed
into the training programme.
A Training Needs Analysis (TNA) has been carried out across the Council. This is the start to a process of identifying the training needs of the Council and will
lead to an amended course programme. At the moment. there is no clear link to the training needs of the council and skills of its employees which will feed
into the training programme for future years. However, it is planning to provide training places relating to the identified needs that will ensure a more skilled
and effective workforce.
Staff Reviews
Staff reviews are a mandatory requirement, to be carried out on an annual basis with 6 monthly re-views. Analysis of the reviews carried out identified that
around 57% of staff have undergone a review in 2019. This leaves 43% of the staff requiring a review. The result of the reviews are not collected and analysed
centrally. These reviews should identify any required training and feed into the training programme for the following year. Without this information a relevant
training plan provision cannot be produced. However, the Auditors are aware that the Council plans changes to the staff review process.
Central Training Records and Course Feedback
For Powys County Council to provide the correct training for the right staff it needs records of all training completed for analysis to produce efficient plans and
training programmes, within limited budgets.
The data supplied for testing, from the iTrent system, on the training completed was found to be incomplete with empty fields and records not entered. The
gaps made is difficult to gain assurance that the Council have appropriate skill levels. However, the data showed that a significant number of staff have attended
training and it has been recorded on the Trent payroll system. The facility for recording training is available to all members of staff as they are all on the Trent
payroll system, but the data provided indicated that not all staff use the facility.
Evaluation of courses and the completion of evaluation forms following training are not completed. This is an area that would identify both the added value
the courses provided and areas where improvements could be made.
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Housing Voids

Recommendation
Summary

Assurance Opinion

Limited
Significant gaps, weaknesses or noncompliance
were
identified.
Improvement is required to the system of
governance, risk management and
control to effectively manage risks to the
achievement of objectives in the area
audited.

Priority

Number

Priority 1

0

Priority 2

2

Priority 3

1

Total

3

Key Findings
Target times for the completion of works are set by the Housing Surveyors in agreement with the contractor.
Currently all contractors are only achieving between 25% & 33% of the void works completion against the targets
set. These delays result in lost income revenue for the Housing Section as the properties cannot be let.
Housing Surveyors are not achieving their target time for the initial inspection of a void properties for 29% of the
time. This creates delays from the start of the void process resulting in increased costs in the form of lost rental
revenue to the Council.
There are no documented procedures business continuity in the event of sudden failure of a contractor.
Consideration has been given to this eventuality, but no formal documented policy has been drawn up yet.
The revenue lost due to Housing Voids (due to excess time taken over the set targets for completion) is approximately
£313,445 for the four-month period December 2019 to March 2020. This is using the average rental income of £95
per week, as calculated by the Housing Section in September 2019,
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Appendix D SWAP Recommendations made Since April 2019
Directorate
/Service

Audit
Name

Audit
Period

Audit
Opinion

No.
Prior
of
ity
Rec.

Status

Issue

Description

Agreed

There was a lack of formal
guidance available to staff,
and evidence was seen to
show that training was not

We recommend that they ensure that guidance is easily
accessible, and that training is attended by relevant
staff.

Agreed

Lack of evidence to show
that there are appropriate
feasibility checks over the
savings targets.

A comprehensive audit trail of detailed formalised
evidence should support the savings to be made in prior to
the agreement of the budget. We recommend that the
Authority ensures that this evidence is available.

Agreed

Lack of evidence to show
that there are appropriate
feasibility checks over the
savings targets

We recommend that the Authority should keep a record of
any challenges made towards to feasibility of saving
targets being made.

Agreed

Lack of descriptions for the
journals resulting in difficulty
with regards to the audit
trails.

We recommend that the Authority ensures that there are
clear descriptions for any budgetary changes made
ensuring that they are easily understandable to anyone
who views them.

Agreed

Delay in the presentation of
budget reports to the
Cabinet.

We recommended that the financial overviews are
provided to the full cabinet within a shorter time period, to
enable them to fully understand the Council’s current
budget position.

3

2

*Finance

Budgeti
ng

April
2019

Reasona
ble

6

2

2

2
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Agreed

Evidence suggests that
budgetary information is not
readily available for those
required to scrutinise the

We recommend that the Authority ensures that the
appropriate information is provided to those who are
scrutinising the budgets in a timely manner

Agreed

Overdue reviews of
Corporate Business
Continuity Plan and Major
Incident Plan

We recommend that the Business Continuity Plan and
Major incident Plans are reviewed as soon as possible, and
then continue to be reviewed on a regular basis

Agreed

No Emergency Planning
details are available on the
Powys County Council
website.

We recommend that information is made available on the
Powys County Council website giving details to the public
of what to do in an emergency.

Agreed

Vetting Process

The Council should implement a fit for purpose and robust
vetting process for future ECO schemes that are based on
independent evidence and ensure an accurate assessment
of eligibility.

Agreed

Documentation to support
the brokerage process is not
retained in a structured
manner.

The Council should keep adequate records to support the
outcome of their decisions.

Approved Agent Selection

The Council should define the criteria used for the
selection of contractors and ensure that these are robustly
applied during the selection process.

2

*Communit
y safety
Crisis
and
Manage
emergencie ment
s

3
April
2019

Substan
tial

2
3

1

*Housing

ECO2t

April
2019

Advisory

9

2

1
Agreed
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ECO Agent Selection
Anomaly

There is a lack of clarify around the selection of one
company as they do not appear on the
accreditation website. Therefore, the Council should
consider obtaining an opinion from
Ofgem/BEIS to seek clarification about the legitimacy of
using an agent that was not Green Deal
approved

Approved Applications

Given the concerns of the Auditors on the accuracy of
ECO2t assessments, the Council should
undertake a review of past claims to ensure those
approved were in fact eligible. Those cases
where the errors occurred in the checking process, which
resulted in measures being delivered
to ineligible applicants, should be referred to the
Regulator.

Billing Discrepancies

Given the discrepancy over the number of measures
delivered (2048) and the number of
measures billed (2018), the Council should investigate the
reason for the difference and arrange
to invoice agents for any unbilled completed measures.

1
Not
agreed /
Risk
carried
by client

1

Agreed

1

Agreed
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Outstanding Debt

The Council has outstanding Debts with Eco Agents who
may require declarations under future
ECO schemes. Therefore, the Council should consider
withdrawing the LA declaration service
from those ECO Agents until outstanding invoices have
been settled.

Income Collection Criteria

The Council undertook a significant amount of work in
producing declaration certificates for
measures that will not be delivered. Therefore, the Council
should review its charging policy to
ensure that agents are billed upon the issue of the
declaration certificate.

Agreed

ECO3 Scheme

ECO2t declaration certificates are only valid for ECO2t
measures. Therefore, the outstanding
ECO2t declarations should not be considered as eligible for
the ECO3 scheme.

Agreed

The Major incident and
Business Continuity Plan is
overdue a review and does
not take into consideration
the possibility of a sudden
failure of the partner
company.

We recommend that contingency plans are put in place as
protection should the Kier Group fail suddenly without
warning.

1

Agreed

1

Agreed

1

*Housing

HOWPS

April
2019

Partial

5

1
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Agreed

The major incident and
Business Continuity Plan is
overdue a review and does
not take into consideration
the possibility of a sudden
failure of the partner
company.

We recommend that regular monitoring of the Kier
Group's performance in the marketplace is carried out to
ensure they remain a viable company.

Agreed

KPI figures are not accurate,
providing misleading results
on the performance of
HOWPS

We recommend a review of the KPI's to ensure they
provide the most accurate indication of the quality of work
carried out by HOWPS

Agreed

Powys County Council are
unaware of the performance
of the Joint Venture
Company.

We recommend that there some form of independent
scrutiny of the JVC that report to Powys County Council on
the performance of HOWPS, the Joint Venture Company.

Agreed

The contract does not
include all the services
required by the client.

We recommend that the contract be revised and updated
following the identification of areas/requirements not
currently covered by the contract.

Setting Budgets

Achievable savings on the budget must be identified and
adhered to in order to meet the targets set, reliance
cannot be put on the larger savings planned in future
years, including staff redundancies, to offset the deficit.

1

2

2

2

*Education
and skills

Crickho
well
High
School

May
2019

Reasona
ble

4

1
Agreed
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To ensure that there is a consistent approach throughout
the school to entering information into the asset register.
2

Agreed

Inventory records

An annual check of the inventory to be carried out and
signed off, confirming all items remain and are functional.
Any items that have been disposed of or removed from the
school should be recorded giving details of the removal
from the record.

Agreed

Fire door repairs or
replacement

To complete any outstanding works due and any items
identified following the inspection in November.

Agreed

PAT testing

Ensure that the PAT testing remains up to date in the
future, through regular contact with HOWPS Compliance
Section.

Agreed

Strategy

We recommend the introduction of a DoLS strategy.

Staffing Resources Assessors

Staffing Resources - Assessors
We recommend reviewing staffing/contractor
arrangements to ensure that the DoLS team is adequately
resourced with appropriate procedures in place to ensure
the availability of Best Interest Assessor to enable
assessments to be carried out on a timely basis.

1

2
2

*Adult care
services

D.O.L.S

May
2019

Partial

6
1

Agreed
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Authorised signatory

We recommend employing an additional authorising
signatory to enable assessments to be processed in a
timely manner in line with statutory requirements.

Quality Assurance Process

Quality Assurance Process
We recommend that a quality assurance process is
introduced.

DoLS Backlog Management
Strategy

DoLS Backlog Management Strategy
We recommend the introduction of a DoLS Backlog
Management Strategy

Supervisory Body
Recommendation

We recommend that the Supervisory Body (PCC) meet to
make any recommendations on individual cases or to
discus themes arising.

Parents Consent Form

The school needs to consider changing the wording on the
consent form to include video footage.

Inventory Records.

The inventory record needs to include all model and serial
numbers and computer and electrical items. The record
should be signed and dated upon completion of the annual
check.
The inventory record should only consist of computer,
electrical and desirable items,.

Utility Meter Readings

It is recommended that utility meter readings are taken
and recorded monthly, this will enable the school to
monitor and ensure that there is no exceptional use.

1
Agreed
2
Agreed
2
Agreed
3
Agreed
2
Agreed

*Education
and skills

Ysgol
Golwg y
Cwm

May
2019

Reasona
ble

9

2

Agreed
3
Agreed
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1
Agreed

DBS CHECKS

The school need to obtain clarification as to whether the
cleaners employed through SOLO require DBS checks.

Agreed

School Fund

It is recommended that a minimum of three cheque
signatories are held on the fund account.

School Fund

The school needs to comply with Financial Regulations and
bank all monies intact.

Agreed

School Fund

The school need to comply with Financial Regulations and
ensure that the school fund accounts are audited and
reported within the required 6 months periods.

Agreed

School Fund

The school need to comply with Financial Regulations and
make the fund accounts available to parents.

Boiler Service

It is noted that the boiler is due for its annual services, the
school has no idea as to when this should take place. The
school therefore need to ensure this is completed without
delay to give assurance that the boiler is not a Health &
Safety risk.

Inventory

It is not clear as and when the last inventory check had
been carried out as the records are not signed and dated
upon completion. The school needs to implement the
annual certification.

1
1

Agreed

3

3

2
Agreed
*Education
and skills

Ysgol
Gymrae
g
Dyffryn

May
2019

Partial

5

3
Agreed
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Voluntary Funds

The school need to ensure that a year end statement of
accounts is produced. Once completed a copy needs to be
issued to the Governing Body, LEA, parents and interested
parties.

Safe

The school needs to remove the safe key offsite at the end
of each day. The school aslo need to obtain a second key as
a contingency measure.

Agreed

VAT Invoices

The school needs to ensure that all invoices comply with
the VAT guidelines.

Ongoing

Delegated Budget

The School needs to work towards a balanced budget.

Agreed

Debt recovery procedural
documents have not been
reviewed since their creation
in 2015.

We recommend that all policy and procedural documents
for Debtors are reviewed on a regular basis, and the
control box is marked accordingly to maintain an audit
trail.

Agreed

Not all debt is pursued by
the recovery team, and
therefore remains unpaid
after long periods of time.

We recommend that all debt is pursued in line with the
Authorities approved guidance.

2
Agreed
2
Agreed
2
1

3
*Finance

Debt
Manage
ment

June
2019

Reasona
ble

5
2
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Agreed

The Income and Awards
structure is not set up to
ensure efficiency and
effectiveness.

We recommend that the current structure is reviewed to
ensure that it has the most efficient structure in place to
eliminate any potential duplication of work and or delays
in the work flow. It is also recommended that the use of
sharepoint is utilised to reduce the number of copies of the
spreadsheet in circulation.

Agreed

Corporate Documentation
cannot be accessed.

We recommend that all corporate documentation, such as
the bailiff contract, are stored electronically in an area that
is accessible by all appropriate officers.

Agreed

Management Team and
Cabinet do not receive
reports showing the current
overdue debt. No KPI's are
defined for reporting
purposes so progress cannot
be monitored.

We recommend that KPI's are produced in order to
monitor debt recovery progress, these reports should then
be presented to Management Team.

Agreed

Health and Safety Policy
review

The current Health and Safety Policy is overdue a review in
order to reflect the changes in the management structure
within the authority and requires signing by the current
Chief Executive Officer.

Agreed

Staff awareness of their
responsibilities regarding
Health & Safety

All new staff should be reminded of their responsibilities
regarding Health and Safety for themselves and for others
in their workplace.

3

3

3

3
*Health
and safety

Health
and
Safety

June
2019

Reasona
ble

4
2
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2
Agreed

Staff are not prepared to
take on additional voluntary
roles in the event of an
emergency.

A programme to encourage staff to take on required roles
in the event of an emergency should be introduced.

Building Coordinator
Training

Building Coordinators to receive specific training to carry
out ther role as the responsible person for the building and
support in finding volunteers to take on fire marshalling
roles, first aiders, etc.

ICT Security Operation
Management document is
still in draft status

We recommend that the document is approved by the
relevant parties and issued to all staff as soon as possible,
this will ensure parity in the way issues are dealt with.

Patches are not tested
before deployment

We recommend that that patches are tested to determine
any adverse effects prior to deployment to the live system.

Risk Register is not
maintained

We recommend that a list is created and maintained that
details risks relating to unsupported systems that the
Authority operates. This list needs to be incorporated into
the Corporate Risk Register

Lack of Management
Reporting

We recommend that regular reports are produced and
issued to management which highlights the status of
Patching for all pieces of software and any issues that have
been encountered.

3
Agreed

3

*Informati
on and
communica
tion
technology

2
Patch
Manage
ment

June
2019

Partial

6

Agreed
Not
agreed /
Risk
carried
by client

2
Agreed

3
Agreed
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Patch deployment is not
prioritised or categorised

We recommend that a register of all software is produced
and given a criticality score. We recommend that ICT
produce their own risk register and include patch
management in it.

Patching Records are not
held by ICT

We recommend that records are created and maintained
for patches that are applied to critical systems, servers and
infrastructure devices. For completeness this should be
rolled out to all software. We recommend that
documented policies are created to govern the event of a
failed update and the roll back procedures that need to
take place.

There are no formalised
smoke alarm testing or
replacement performance
monitoring arrangements.

The Council's Tenant Services Team Leader should liaise
with HoWPS' Compliance Team Leader to develop their
respective systems to enable efficient sharing of smoke
alarm information and reporting of smoke alarm test and
replacement performance information reports. These
reports should be produced on a regular basis, for the
review of the Housing Services Manager and Tenant
Services Team Leader. Poor performance in relation to
compliance with the WHQS regarding smoke alarms should
be escalated to Management at the monthly Contract
Management Forum where necessary, by the Housing
Services Manager who attends the Forum.

2
Agreed

2

*Housing

Smoke
Alarm
Complia
nce
(Externa
l)

June
2019

Partial

8

Not
agreed /
Risk
carried
by client

3

Agreed
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Agreed

The Council’s Housing
Services Policy requires that
smoke alarms for elderly
residents are connected to
the Powys Careline service
where the paid-for service is
in place, however,
information on whether the
Careline system tested
satisfactorily is not explicitly
recorded in Detector Forms
or heating certificates during
smoke alarm tests.
Information on whether
properties are meant to be
connected to the service is
also not shared with
Contractors who complete
heating service visits (and
therefore smoke alar

We recommend that the Council’s Client Services Team
Leader ensures that data on whether properties are
connected to the Careline service is shared with HoWPS,
and that there are arrangements in place to ensure that
any sub-contractors also receive this information where
required. The Team Leader should also ensure that smoke
alarm Detector Forms are updated to require contractors
to explicitly record whether the Careline service was
alerted and a call made to the tenant during the visit by
the Careline staff.

Agreed

We found inconsistencies in
the recording of mainspowered smoke alarm test
results on minor work
certificates.

We recommend that the HoWPS Compliance Team Leader
ensures that HoWPS own, or subcontracted electricians,
consistently record the results of mains-powered smoke
alarms when completing electrical inspection condition
reports for void properties.

2

3
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2

Agreed

Currently, the HoWPS
Servitor system does not
extract, record, or report on
smoke alarm compliance
from the information
collected in heating service
certificates. Also, there is no
current system interface to
share such information
seamlessly with the Council.

We recommend that the Council's Tenancy Services
Manager liaises with Senior Management at HoWPS’, to
clearly communicate the Council's requirements for
Servitor’s smoke alarm data extract, record and an
interface for data transfer to QL. A structured project plan
for the above developments should be compiled based on
these discussions.

There are no formalised
Council or HoWPS Quality
Assurance arrangements
over smoke alarm
compliance.

We recommend that the Council's Client Services Team
Leader liaises with HoWPS Compliance Team Leader to
develop appropriate quality assurance and reporting
procedures over smoke alarm testing and replacements.
The Contract Management Forum members should be
informed of the progress of this development and should
approve the processes prior to their implementation.

3

Agreed
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Neither the Council or the
contractor, HoWPS, could
provide evidence during the
review of the 20 sampled
property’s smoke alarms
having been installed and/or
checked within the last 10
years by a qualified
electrician.

We recommend that the Council’s Tenancy Services
Manager takes urgent action to identify whether this is a
wider problem, and whether the Council or HoWPS can
evidence that all of their properties smoke alarms have
been certified electrically safe within the past 10 years.
For all properties within the Council’s remit, the Manager
should ensure that;
a) They can locate an existing electrical inspection
condition report which confirms whether their properties
smoke alarms are certified safe; or,
b) Commission an electrical inspection condition report to
be completed by a qualified electrician, for every property
where the smoke alarm’s electrical safety cannot be
evidenced by existing records.

Information is not obtained
and recorded in the QL
Housing Database to identify
whether the new
specification alarms are
installed in each property.

We recommend that the Tenancy Services Manager
considers recording the type of alarm installed in
properties within the smoke alarm Detector Forms, and
transfer of this information into QL during the existing data
entry procedures. If this recommendation is implemented,
QL data field alterations will need to be considered in
accordance with the recommendation made under finding
section 1.2.

1

Agreed

3

Agreed
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2

Agreed

*Education
and skills

Ysgol
Bro
Tawe

The Council's QL Housing
Database does not record
smoke alarm information for
more than one
alarm/property. There are
also insufficient data entry
fields to record all data
relating to the properties
smoke alarms separately, in
a manner which enables
effective reporting on
compliance.

We recommend that the Council's Client Services Team
Leader progresses the development of the Council's QL
Housing Database, to ensure that the fields within allow
for full, reliable data to be recorded. Once data entry fields
are developed, the Team Leader should also address the
ability to produce reports from the data in QL, which can
identify compliance with relevant WHQS requirements. It is
noted that the system alterations of this nature would
require a significant amount of time and specialise
resource to complete. As such, a structured project plan
should be produced, with input from both HoWPS and the
Council, to implement such changes to the system
infrastructure of the smoke alarm service.

Parents Consent Form

The school needs to consider the wording on the consent
form to include that under no circumstances can recording
or any photographs of other pupils be put on any social
media sites.

Order Book

The white official order form should not be retained within
the order book once good and services have been
arranged.

3
June
2019

Substan
tial

3

Agreed
3
Agreed
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Agreed

Safe Facility

The key to the safe still remains on site at the end of the
day, although this was a previous recommendation the
school is aware that this invalidates the insurance. We
recommend that the safe key is removed off site, as in the
previous report.

Propose
d

There is a lack of consistency
throughout the asset
registers

We recommend that the Authority ensures all information
within the asset registers are consistent.

Propose
d

There is a lack of oversight
by the GDPR Team to
determine if the information
within the registers is correct

We recommend that going forward the GDPR team
undertakes sample tests of the information that the
services enter into the asset registers to determine that
the information is accurate and timely.

Propose
d

There is a lack of awareness
over who is responsible for
destroying documents or
electronic data

We recommend that the Council produces best practise
guidance that informs the employees who is responsible
for destroying the information on systems.

Agreed

Suspense accounts are not
been cleared on a monthly
basis which leads to
inaccurate accounts

We recommend that suspense accounts are cleared before
period end closedown takes place.

Agreed

No secondary checks are
performed on the figures
before or after they are
posted into the new year.

We recommend that all figures are reviewed for accuracy
before and after the journal have been loaded into the
new financial year. This evidence should be documented
and held for completeness.

2

2

*Informati
on
manageme
nt

GDPR

August
2019

Reasona
ble

3

2

3

2
*Finance

Main
Account
ing
System

August
2019

Reasona
ble

2
2
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Agreed

There is no documented,
formalised process for
prioritising tasks relating to
leavers on Altair.

We recommend the formalisation and documentation of
the prioritisation of tasks on Altair to aid compliance with
statutory time limits and for staff performance purposes.

Agreed

An informal control is in
place on Altair to ensure
members of the Pensions
Team can't amend their
own/family members
records.

We recommend introducing a documented system to
enable members of the Pensions Team to formally declare
the existence of any family members etc. whose pension
details they would have access to. There should be a
requirement for the periodic reconfirmation of this
declaration and a formal means for the notification of any
changes during the intervening period.

Agreed

National Fraud Initiative
(NFI) data is not reviewed on
a timely basis.

We recommend that the data made available by the NFI is
reviewed on a timely basis and where applicable the
appropriate action is taken.

Agreed

A review of the Pensions
Administration Strategy is
overdue.

We recommend that the Pensions Administration Strategy
is updated to reflect changes that have occurred since it
was issued in July 2016.

Agreed

No information on the
achievement of performance
standards is available.

We recommend that performance standards are reviewed
to ensure they reflect all legal requirements; that
monitoring information is periodically produced, reported
on and used to improve the efficiency of the team.

2

3

*Finance

Pension
s
Adminis
tration

August
2019

Reasona
ble

5
2

3

2
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2

*Democrac
y

Conflict
of
Interest

Septe
mber
2019

Partial

8

Propose
d

Staff Awareness - Officers
lack knowledge regarding
the declaration of interest
policy and reporting systems

We recommend all staff should receive appropriate
training as new employees and periodic refreshers in
relation to the code of conduct.

2

2

We recommend that the Authority needs to ensure that all
staff are made aware of their declaration responsibilities
and methods to record any conflict of interests.

Propose
d

Educating the Workforce Lack of staff training in
induction or refresher
training for staff.

We also recommend that the Authority needs to issue
guidelines for all Officers of the Authority as to how to
declare and record any Conflicts of Interests. This guidance
should be linked to the Code of Conduct and should form
part of a structured training and refresher programme.

Propose
d

Recording Conflicts Registers / records of
conflicts are retained but not
in all areas.

We recommend that registers are held and maintained for
all service areas and reviewed at least on an annual basis in
line with the Code of Conduct Policy.
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Propose
d

Identifying conflicts (new
starters)- The Code of
Conduct is clear in its
expectations on identifying
potential conflicts, but the
absence of general service
registers does not confirm
the delivery of the
expectation. However, some
registers on specific high-risk
functions are well
maintained.

We recommend that all officers with influence should
complete a declaration of interest form even if it is a nil
return. Ideally, this should be done at the start of their
employment.

Propose
d

Updating conflicts (annual
appraisal) – There is no
evidence to support that
conflicts of interests are
reviewed as part of an
annual performance review.

We recommend that either:
Conflicts of interest are discussed and formally recorded as
part of the IPR process, in accordance with the Council
Code of Conduct policy.
Or
The Council considers other ways in which they can ensure
conflicts are gathered, recorded, and monitored

2

2
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Propose
d

Monitoring and Review –
there is no evidence to
support that Services review
their register annually or
that corporate monitoring
takes place to get assurance
that the Council has
adequate measures in place
to protect against bribery
and corruption.

We recommend that the Authority needs to ensure that
there is an overall monitoring process in place to ensure a
corporate view of compliance with the officers’ code of
conduct.

Propose
d

Updating conflicts (annual
appraisal) – There is no
evidence to support that
conflicts of interests are
reviewed as part of an
annual performance review.

We recommend that the Authority include details within
the code of conduct policy for the failure to disclose any
conflicts of interests. Failure to disclose could have an
impact on any disciplinary action on failure to make a
declaration.

Propose
d

Policies and Systems - Policy
frameworks are developed,
but parts of the system to
identify conflicts are not
embedded.

We recommend that the Council need to refresh / reevaluate the policies and frameworks they have in place to
control conflict of interests to ensure it is aligned to the
behaviour framework and that systems operate effectively.

There is no Learning and
Development Policy in place
at the time of the audit.

We recommend that the Learning & Development Policy is
completed and submitted for final approval and is
subject to regular review and promoted to all staff.
Consideration should be given to including mandatory
training in this policy.

3

2

3

*Human
resources

Employe
Septe
e
mber
Develop
2019
ment

Limited

7

2

Agreed
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Agreed

Evaluation of training

We recommend that evaluation following the courses run
is introduced as a method to analyse and review the
provision to ensure that the training is fit for purpose.

Agreed

No monitoring is carried out
to ensure all new staff
complete induction training

We recommend that an accurate record of training for
staff is maintained.

Agreed

Training needs analysis have
not been routinely carried
out to identify skill gaps that
feeds into the Training

We recommend that an analysis of training needs is carried
out routinely to identify any skills gaps and training
requirements across the workforce and for specific
projects.

Agreed

No monitoring is carried out
to ensure all new staff
complete induction training

We recommend that central monitoring is introduced to
ensure that all new employees’ complete induction and
mandatory training.

Agreed

Contractors are not
requested to complete the
mandatory training

We recommend that assurance is sought from all
contractors that they have received training equivalent to
the mandatory training required of all Powys CC
employees.

Agreed

Staff reviews are not taking
place for all staff as required
in the managers guidance
document.

We recommend that staff and managers are reminded that
Staff Appraisal reviews are to be completed for all staff on
an annual basis with re-visits made after 6 months.

Propose
d

The ICT Strategy is still in
draft status as the Health
Board have not signed it off.

We recommend that the document is amended so it can
be approved by the PTHB and then formally adopted.

3

2

2

2

3

1

*Informati
on and
communica

ICT
Strategy

Septe
mber
2019

Reasona
ble

2

3
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tion
technology

2

Propose
d

The ICT Strategy and the
Digital Transformation
documents are not directly
linked.

We recommend that the document is updated to include
reference to the Digital Transformation Strategy and a
version control box is added to the document.

Agreed

Preparations for the
retendering of the insurance
contracts

We recommend that urgent preparations are made for the
retendering of the insurance contracts.

Agreed

Minimal data/ performance
information made available
for management purposes.

We recommend in addition to reporting the estimated
liability for insurance purposes, the introduction of
periodic monitoring and reporting of insurance data e.g.
summary of claims received, settled, outstanding etc. for
senior management information and service area
purposes.

Agreed

Current arrangements for
the services of an insurance
broker and specialised
solicitors potentially do not
comply with the Authority's
Contract Procedural Rules.

We recommend the review of current arrangements for
the provision of the services of an insurance broker and
specialist solicitors to ensure value for money and
compliance with Contract Procedural Rules.

Agreed

The frequency of the
reconciliation of the
insurance vehicle database
with the Fleet Register is
insufficient.

We recommend increasing the frequency of the
reconciliation of the insurance vehicle database with the
Fleet register with the aim of progressing towards a
monthly reconciliation where possible.

2

2

*Finance

Insuranc
e

Septe
mber
2019

Reasona
ble

4
3

3
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2

*Education
and skills

School
Theme Procure
ment

Septe
mber
2019

Reasona
ble

Purchase Card transactions are transferred into the
EFinancials system at the end of each month. This process
means that the budgets are not updated immediately, and
schools cannot effectively see what they have committed
to spent on Agency staff until the EFinancials system has
been updated.

Propose
d

Invoices for Agency Costs are
being processed through the
purchase cards, some of
which don’t coincide with
the Authorities guidance of
low value, high volume
purchases.

Propose
d

There is a lack of clear
guidance over what should
or should not be purchased
using the procurement
cards, and whether this
should be used as primary
procurement method.

We recommend that guidance should be issued to schools
to advice what should and should not be bought on the
purchase cards.

Propose
d

There is a lack of clear
guidance over what should
or should not be purchased
using the procurement
cards, and whether this
should be used as primary
procurement method.

We recommend that if the decision has been taken to
make the procurement cards the primary method of
purchasing then this should be reflected within the Scheme
for Financing Schools.

6

3

3

We recommend that all agency costs are procured through
the Eprocurement System, to enable greater budgetary
control, though commitment accounting.
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3

Propose
d

Not all purchases had been
coded to the an account
code within an appropriate
time period.

We recommend that all transactions are coded to account
codes to enable the schools to manage their budgets
effectively.

Propose
d

There is a lack of clarity over
which items from the
Consortium Catalogue are
being purchased

We recommend that Authority considers requesting that
the line item details from the consortium are imported into
the purchase card system for every purchase (line item
details), to allow easier visibility of spending.

2

Any framework developed by the Commercial Services
team may vary depending on the overall spend with that
particular company. It is therefore important that they
receive the whole picture.

2

*Children
and
families
services

Supporti
ng
People
Grant
19/20

Septe
mber
2019

*Leisure
and culture

Theatr
Brychei
niog

Nove
mber
2019

Advisory

No
Opinion

1

14

Propose
d

Lack of visibility on spends
could lead to incorrect
tendering or frameworks

We recommend that the School service uses the
Eprocurement system for any major contractual purchases.

Propose
d

Third party Certificates

Not all 3rd party certificates have been received.

Agreed

The Council have not
undertaken periodic building
surveys of the Theatre.

We recommend that the Council undertake periodic
inspections.

3

3
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Agreed

The Council had a conflicting
and uncoordinated
approached to building
management

Agreed

The constitutional
framework allows a single
officer to authorise the use
of an urgent decision and to
author the report making the We recommend that there should be segregations of
recommendation.
duties between decision authoriser and report author.

Agreed

Financial due diligence is less
clear for the one-off capital
payment

We recommend that robust financial diligence should be
documented for urgent decisions. Consideration should be
given to carrying out financial diligence checks before
making payments to all outside bodies.

Due diligence
documentation and evidence
was not easily accessible.

We recommend that all information relevant to the
decision that has been made is stored in one place to
enable an effective audit trail.

Inactivity by the Council has
contributed to the need for
an urgent decision. An
urgent decision bypassed the
normal decision process.

We recommend that the council needs to closely monitor
the position pending decisions to ensure that they don’t
become urgent, and to consider implementing an
escalation process for decisions.

3

2

1

2

2

Agreed
Complet
e (Client
Self
Assessm
ent P1 &
P2 Evidenc
e
Require
d)

We recommend that the Council should have a
coordinated approach to its buildings across all services.
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Agreed

Inactivity by the Council has
contributed to the need for
an urgent decision. An
urgent decision bypassed the
normal decision process.

Whilst the Council followed its constitutional rules, the
principle of good scrutiny should be adopted wherever
possible on urgent decision. We recommend that for any
future urgent decisions that the Council involves scrutiny
at the earliest possible time

Agreed

The delegated decision
report did not contain
enough information to
adequately support the
decision.

We recommend that all delegated decision reports should
contain adequate information to support the decision. This
is an even greater priority in the case of urgent decisions.

Agreed

The decision to award the
payment was not clearly
linked to an approved
Council policy.

We recommend that all future reports for decision should
specify a relevant policy/standard (where appropriate) and
the rationale for the decision made.

Agreed

The Council did not
adequately consider the risks
and effects that approving
this decision would have on
other similar situations.

We recommend that impact assessments should be
undertaken where decisions have the potential to impact
other organisations or similar situations.

2

1

2

1
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2

Agreed

2

2

Agreed
Complet
e (Client
Self
Assessm
ent P1 &
P2 Evidenc
e
Require
d)

The Council did not formally
provide the Audit committee
with sufficient information
to scrutinise the decision.
The were no formal records
showing which documents
had been shared with the
audit committee.

We recommend that formal reports should be provided to
scrutiny committees to allow affective challenge.

There is no evidence from
the minutes of the Audit
Committee meeting of 12
September that the
Committee were satisfied
with the decision to make
the final payment.

We recommend that the decision-making process is
adequately recorded and that the pathway to agreeing the
decision is understood and formalized prior to making the
decision itself.

The delegated decision
report required an internal
review of the decision to be
undertaken by Council
Officers by the 31st March
2019, no evidence could be
found of this.

We recommend that the Authority fulfills the requirement
as stated on the delegated decision report to review the
decision.
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Agreed

There is insufficient evidence
to conclude that the capital
payment conforms with the
definition in Local Authority
guidance.

We recommend that all capital payments should be in
accordance with the rules on capital accounting and that
sufficient information is held to support compliance.

Agreed

Lack of clear segregation of
duties when purchasing
items.

We recommend that the school ensures that there is
segregation of duties within the purchasing process used
within the school.

Agreed

No updated Business
Continuity Plan in place

We recommend that a Business Continuity Plan is put in
place to reflect the new school building, approved by the
Governing Body and is tested regularly.

Agreed

Lack of records for testing
fire equipment and
undertaking fire drills.

We recommend that records of tests are maintained and
stored, if this was available electronically it would be more
accessible to a wider audience.

Agreed

Only ICT equipment has
been included within the
asset register

We recommend that the schools considers including other
equipment within the school on their asset register not
simply the ICT equipment.

A deficit budget has been set
for the current year

We recommend that budgets are set in line with the Powys
Scheme for Financing Schools 20-21. It states that "The
budget submitted must not show a cumulative deficit
balance in the current budget year". This will then be
licenced by the Head of Finance.

2

2

2

*Education
and skills

Brecon
High
School
19/20

1
Decem
ber
2019

Partial

9
3

1

Agreed
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Business Continuity Plans are
held remotely for access in
the event of a major
incident.

We recommend that copies of the Business Continuity
Plans are held remotely for access by staff in the event of a
major incident. This could be a printed and/or electronic
copy.

Agreed

Lack on income records

We recommend that accurate records are kept, this is
essential if the school plans to increase their lettings
income.

Agreed

Lack of records for the
disposal/ sale of ICT
equipment.

We recommend that all disposals or sales are recorded
against the items in the registers.

Income records incomplete

We recommend that accurate records are kept, this is
essential if the school plans to increase their lettings
income.

Reduction of identified
savings in the recovery plan.

We recommend that further savings be identified to
reduce the increase in the current expenditure for 2019/20
in order to achieve the approved recovery plan and it's
effect on the budget..

Agreed

Not all PAT testing has taken
place

We recommend that all electrical equipment is tested
annually to ensure its compliance with relevant
regulations. This should then be managed to ensure
compliance is maintained.

Agreed

There are no formal
procedures in place to
provide cover for when the
Registration Officer is absent
from the school

We recommend that formal procedures are documented
and implemented to cover the duties of the Registration
Officer when they are absent form the school.

2
Agreed
2

3

2
Agreed

1
Agreed

2
*Education
and skills

Welshp
ool High
School

Decem
ber
2019

Partial

8
3
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2
Agreed

Receipts are not issued for
income received

We recommend that receipts are issued upon acceptance
of cash or cheques from teachers, pupils or their guardians.

Agreed

The school inventory
contains items that do not
meet the criteria to be
recorded, there is no
evidence of an annual check
of the inventory taking place.

We recommend that the inventory is reviewed to ensure
that only valid items are recorded, and then reviewed on
an annual basis.

Agreed

No debt recovery procedures
exist at the school. With the
school not using EFinancials
they are required to
complete their own debt
We recommend that a debt recovery policy is created and
recovery.
reviewed on a regular basis going forward.

Agreed

Software licenses are not
formally reconciled, facilities
exist to monitor Apple and
Microsoft products but
nothing is in place for other
adhoc pieces of software.

Agreed

Monthly figures presented to
the Finance Section are not
signed off by the
Headteacher as a true and
We recommend that the Headteacher formally approves
accurate reflection of the
the monthly accounts before they are presented to the
accounts.
Finance Section for reconciliation.

3

3

3

1

We recommend that software licensing reconciliations
take place on an annual basis, and are recorded
accordingly.
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1
Agreed

The school is operating with
an unlicensed budget and
growing annual deficit

We recommend that the schools complies with the
regulations stipulated in the Scheme of Financing for
Schools and produce a balanced budget and recovery plan.

Agreed

Not all Customer Service
Contact Centres hold
appropriate policies and
procedures.

Wes recommended that all staff are issued with
appropriate polices and procedures. The service area also
need to comply with section 6 of the policy that
establishments/service areas should set down their own
written procedures for cash collection.

Agreed

There is no evidence that
risk assessments have been
carried out and documented
at the Gwalia.

We recommended that risk assessments are carried out
and documented for the Library at the Gwalia.

Newtown Library do not
have in place personal/panic
alarms in place.

We recommended that the Libraries consider putting in
place safety and security measurers to ensure that the
Authority has taken appropraite steps for a duty of care for
all staff working on the Library.

2

*Finance

Cash
Handlin
g

Januar
y 2020

Reasona
ble

6
2

2
Agreed
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Agreed

Not all income is receipted
as and when received.

We recommend that:
all staff involved in income collection in Welshpool area
need to ensure that all income is receipted as and when
received.
Income should also not be accepted without it being
checked in the presence of the person presenting it.
It is also recommended that there are appropriate records
in place when receiving income from other officers to
ensure that there is a complete audit trail and that the
income reconciles.

Agreed

Vending machine income is
only received half yearly.

It is recommended that the officer emptying the vending
machine is asked to complete on a monthly basis.

Agreed

The float held at Neuadd
Maldwyn is no longer used
and therefore the monies
should be repaid and the
account closed.

It is recommended that the Team Leader at Neuadd
Maldwyn needs to repay the cash float back to the
Authority and close the account.

Agreed

Outstanding declaration of
business interests of the
governing Body.

The school needs to ensure that all declaration are
completed regardless if they attend the first meeting of the
year or not.

Agreed

Bankings are being
completed every two
months.

The school need to comply with Financial regulations and
bank on a weekly basis to ensure that limited cash is
retained on site at any one time.

2

3

3

2
*Education
and skills

Hafren
Primary
School

Januar
y 2020

Reasona
ble

7
2
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Agreed

There is no inventory record
maintained at the school.

The school needs to ensure that an appropriate inventory
record is maintained at the school and checked, signed and
dated annually.

Agreed

There is a lack of an audit
trail if there is no internal
controls for ordering without
the purchase card.

The school needs to ensure that there is a full audit trail for
all goods and services purchased.

Agreed

The school funds have not
been audited for the last
three years

The school is not complying with the scheme of finance for
schools with not having the school fund accounts audited
within six months of the year end.
The accounts have not been reported to the Governing
Body, Central Finance or Parents with no year end account
being produced.

Agreed

School doe not have the
certificate following the
service of the boiler.

The school needs to obtain a copy of the service record for
the school boiler to ensure that there are no advisory
items that may need attention.

Not all invoices are VAT
compliant

The school needs to ensure that all invoices include details
of Powys County Council to ensure they are VAT compliant.
Failure to obtain the correct invoices will result in the
school being recharged the VAT element.

1

2

1

2

2
Agreed
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Agreed

CIPFA Treasury Management
in the Public Sector: Code of
Practice Statement, Treasury
Management Policy
Statement, Practice
Statement & Schedules are
not up to date.

We recommend that the CIPFA Treasury Management in
the Public Services: Code of Practice – Statement, Treasury
Management Policy Statement, Practice Statements and
Schedules should be formally reviewed and reissued.

Agreed

No ethical investment policy
in place.

We recommend consideration be given to the introduction
of an ethical investment policy.

Agreed

HSBS CHAPS transfer
documentation not fully
authorised

We recommend that the HSBC Priority Payment & CHAPS
Payment print outs are always signed in accordance with
approved procedures

Agreed

All transactions are not
recorded in the Temporary
Borrowing spreadsheet

We recommend that steps are taken to ensure the
Temporary Borrowing and Temporary Lending Register
spreadsheets are an accurate, up to date record of all
transactions.

Leaver process is not robust.

We recommend that the Income and Awards Manager
requests that the System Administrator for iWorld is added
to the corporate leaver notification list.

Two user accounts were
inappropriate.

We recommend that the Income and Awards Manager
seeks resolution in relation to the two accounts identified.
A process for reviewing system user access at an agreed
interval should be implemented and assigned to an
appropriate member of staff.

3

*Finance

Treasur
y
Manage
ment

Januar
y 2020

Reasona
ble

3
4
2

2

3

*Finance

NNDR

Februa
ry
2020

Agreed
Reasona
ble

7
3
Agreed
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No schedule for review of
reliefs and exemptions.

We recommend that the Income and Awards Manager
implements a schedule for review of reliefs and
exemptions. It is suggested that this is done using a riskbased approach and that owners are assigned to the
ongoing management and monitoring of the schedule.
Review and end dates could be used in the system as a
method for monitoring ongoing award.

Agreed

The relief policy requires
update.

We recommend that the Income and Awards Manager
reviews and updates the discretionary relief policy to
reflect current and govern current arrangements. This
should be signed off by at the appropriate management
and committee level thereafter.

Agreed

Commencement and
completion reports were not
received for six months in
2019-20.

We recommend that the Income and Awards Manager
ensures that a monthly process is introduced for receiving
commencement and completion reports. Consideration
should be given to automating this process to avoid missed
schedules.

There are no checks made
on amendments to bills.

We recommend that the Income and Awards Manager
implements a schedule for checking changes to NNDR
accounts. It is suggested that a risk-based approach is
adopted, for example targeting those changes where the
bill balance is affected.

2

Agreed

3

2

3

Not
agreed /
Risk
carried
by client
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Agreed

There is a lack of
authorisation and audit trail
regarding the process for
reconciliation of the NNDR
system to the General
Ledger.

The monthly reconciliation between the iWorld system and
the General Ledger is completed in a spreadsheet, using
totals downloaded from both the NNDR system and the
General Ledger. The totals used to populate the
spreadsheet are not saved as source documents. There is
no formal sign off of the reconciliation by the completing
officer and no second officer used to authorise the
process.

Propose
d

There are no service Level
Risk Appetite Statements
within the risk registers, nor
within the Councils Risk
Management Framework.

The risk appetite should dictate the level of risks that they
are willing to accept. We recommend that the Council sets
an overall risk appetite limit and includes this within the
Risk Management Framework. This should be approved by
the Cabinet.

Propose
d

There are no specific
partnership risk registers on
the JCAD system

We recommend that all partnership risk registers are
included on the JCAD system, to allow for greater visibility
on the potential risks to the Authority.

Propose
d

There are a large number of
users on the JCAD system
that have never accessed the
risk registers

We recommend that the Authority reviews the users on
the system to determine whether they still need access to
the system, and whether they need training to use it.

Propose
d

Officers who had left the
Authority still had access to
the risk management system

We recommend that the users who can access the system
are kept up to date, and any one who as left the Authority
is removed from the system.

3

1

*Risk
manageme
nt and
insurance

Risk
Manage
ment

Februa
ry
2020

2
Limited

10

3

3
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Propose
d

Lack of evidence to suggest
that reviews of the risks and
controls are taking place,
and that these are being
updated on the risk
management system.

We recommend that the Authority reviews the current
registers to determine if the scorings and tolerances given
to risk are appropriate and ensure that future entries are
challenged appropriately.

Propose
d

The information within the
risk registers does not fully
align with the definitions
used within the Risk
Management Framework.
Auditors have concerns
about the quality of the
information within the risk
registers.

We recommend that the Authority reviews its risk registers
to ensure that the information within them aligns with the
definitions within their framework.

Propose
d

The information within the
risk registers does not fully
align with the definitions
used within the Risk
Management Framework.
Auditors have concerns
about the quality of the
information within the risk
registers.

We recommend that the Authority provides Services with
more guidance and training to ensure that officers have a
good understanding of risk management. It is also
recommended that the Authority provides the services
with information to determine what controls they would
consider as an adequate mitigation measure

2

1

3
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Propose
d

Lack of evidence to suggest
that reviews of the risks and
controls are taking place,
and that these are being
updated on the risk
management system.

We recommend that regular reviews of the controls and
action plans are undertaken and that these are recorded
on the JCAD system.

Propose
d

There has been slow
progress with providing
training to Officers within
the Authority, and a need for
further training on both the
JCAD system and risks
management fundamentals.

We recommend that the Authority ensure that all those
who are responsible for challenging, reviewing and
identifying risks within their roles understand the risk
management process and what is expected of them.

Propose
d

There has been slow
progress with providing
training to Officers within
the Authority, and a need for
further training on both the
JCAD system and risks
management fundamentals.

We recommend that the Authority looks into the reports
from the JCAD system to see if these could be produced to
help the Authority determine if services are keeping up
with their reviews.

Agreed

Governing Body
Meetings/minutes

The Governing Body to agree and set an expenditure limit
for the school fund account as with the delegated budget.

Governing Body Meetings/
Minutes

There is a requirement that prior to the Governing Body
meetings that it is asked and recorded if there are any
declarations of interests with regards to the agenda.

2

3

3

*Education
and skills

Ysgol
Bro
Cynllait
h

2
Februa
ry
2020

Reasona
ble

8
2
Agreed
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3
Agreed

Bankings

The school needs to comply with Financial Regulations and
bank monies on a regular basis.

Agreed

Banking

It is recommend that the school considers only accepting
payments through ParentPay to reduce the need to bank.

Official Order Book

The top copy of the official order should be issued to the
suppliers to ensure that the appropraite goods ordered are
received and that the supplier is aware of the Authority's
terms and conditions.
The control boxes also need to be completed to comply
with the Authority’s requirements.

School Funds

The school fund accounts need to be audited within six
months and the accounts also need to include the stock
value of school uniform.

School Fund

A copy of the audited accounts are required to be issued to
the Governing Body, Parents and Central Finance.

Invoices

It is recommended that invoices are not processed without
having the correct details. Invoices should be sent back to
the supplier to amend and inform them that failure to
comply results in the delay of payment.

3

2

Agreed
2
Agreed
3
Agreed

2
Agreed
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2

*Housing

Housing
Void
Properti
es

June
2020

Limited

3

3

2

Propose
d

Sudden unforeseen failure of
a contractor.

We recommend that a documented Business Continuity
Plan be produced for the occurrence of a sudden failure of
a major contractor.

Propose
d

Delays in the initial
inspection of void properties

We recommend that Housing Surveyors improve their
completion of initial inspections to achieve the target of
100% completion on time.

Propose
d

Over-running works on void
properties

We recommend that more work is carried out with HOWPS
to ensure that void works are completed on target.

Propose
d

Delays and errors are being
made by staff responsible for
inputting payroll information

We recommend that a reminder is made to staff
responsible for inputting payroll information that accuracy
and timeliness is important and would help prevent the
errors occurring.

Propose
d

Details have not been input
correctly

We recommend that staff inputting information on to the
payroll system are reminded to ensure that the details are
correct.

Agreed

Details within the Housing
QL System

We recommend that full details of expenditure are
recorded within the QL system from the corresponding
invoice.

Agreed

Additional Training within
the Housing QL System

We recommend that additional training is given to those
officers to ensure that the Housing QL system is fully
completed with all relevant details of expenditure.

3
*Finance

Payroll

July
2020

Substan
tial

2
3

*Housing

Enable
Grant
Certifica
tion

3
Septe
mber
2020

Certifica
tion

2
2
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